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In this paper we prove a strong law of large numbers for Borel measurable
nonseparably valued random elements in the case of Banach space valued fuzzy
random variables.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we aim at extending the strong law of large numbers (SLLN)
for random sets (see e.g., Artstein and Vitale,(1) Giné et al., (6) Puri and
Ralescu(13)) to the concept of a fuzzy random variable (frv) introduced by
Puri and Ralescu.(14)

Fuzzy random variables are used for describing random phenomena
whose outcomes are not sharp (e.g., a single real number) and rather due to
subjectivity of human knowledge, e.g., compounded by vague linguistic
terms which can be represented by fuzzy sets.
Section 2 is devoted to the foundations of frv’s derived from facts

about random sets, and further results and definitions, necessary to prove
the main result, a SLLN for convex frv’s which is gone ahead with in
Section 3. Here we choose the framework of independent and identically
distributed frv’s on separable Banach spaces.
In literature one can already find SLLN’s for frv’s: Klement, Puri and

Ralescu(9) proved such a result by using two different metrics: The Borel
measurability of a frv is defined via one metric whereas the convergence is



induced by the other. Their approach relies on embedding theorems and
results from probability theory on Banach spaces. A stronger convergence
result for pairwise independent and identically distributed frv’s could be
shown by Kruse(10) in the case of R, utilizing its total order.
In handling the nonseparability of involved metric spaces, the main

basis of our result is to identify linear isometrically each convex frv with
a stochastic process in l.(T), i.e., we consider a Glivenko–Cantelli
problem (see Hoffmann-Jørgensen,(8) Talagrand(15) and, van der Vaart and
Wellner(16)).
Artstein and Vitale(1) proved a SLLN for Rp-valued random sets with

respect to the Hausdorff distance (i.e., random sets whose values are
compact subsets of Rp). Later on their results was extended by Puri and
Ralescu(13) and by Giné, Hahn and Zinn(6) to the case of separable Banach
spaces.
Our result is a natural generalization of all previous SLLN’s for

random sets, because Borel measurability and convergence is only based
upon one metric which generalizes the Hausdorff distance.
In the sequel, a probability space (W, I, P) is supposed to be complete.

2. PRELIMINARIES

Let (X, || · ||) be a real separable Banach space.
A fuzzy set of X is a function u: XQ [0, 1]. For each fuzzy set u, the

a-level set is defined by Lau :={x ¥X | u(x) \ a}, 0 < a [ 1. By supp u, we
understand the closure of {x ¥X | u(x) > 0} in X. We denote by Fc(X), the
collection of those fuzzy sets u: XQ [0, 1] with the following properties:

(i) Lau is compact for all 0 < a [ 1;

(ii) supp u is compact;

(iii) {x ¥X | u(x)=1} ]”.

In the sequel, we set L0u=supp u. Zadeh’s Extension principle(17) supplies
a linear structure in Fc(X) by the operations

(u+v)(x) := sup
y+z=x

min(u(y), v(z))

(lu)(x) :=˛u(l
−1x), if l ] 0

q{0}(x), if l=0
for u, v ¥ Fc(X), l ¥ R

Denote by Uc(X), the collection of all u ¥ Fc(X) with convex a-level
sets and denote the closure of the convex hull of u ¥ Fc(X) by co u ¥ Fc(X),
determined by its convex compact a-level sets La co u :=co(Lau), 0 < a [ 1
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(see Klement, Puri, and Ralescu(9)), where co A is the closure of the convex
hull of a subset A ıX in X.
Also denote by K(X) (coK(X)), the class of all nonempty (convex

and) compact subsets of X. The spaceK(X) (coK(X)) together with the
following operations forms a linear abelian semigroup:

A+B :={a+b | a ¥ A, b ¥ B}, lA :={la | a ¥ A}

for A, B ¥K(X) (coK(X)), l ¥ R

Then, the following properties can be shown, which are needed later
(see Dunford and Schwartz,(5) and Puri and Ralescu(12)):

La(u+v)=Lau+Lav, La(lu)=lLau

and

co(Lau+Lav)=co Lau+coa v, co(lLau)=l co Lau

for all u, v ¥ Fc(X), 0 < a [ 1. Note that Fc(X) and Uc(X) are closed under
the operations above and form like K(X) or coK(X) a linear abelian
semigroup.

K(X) is metrizable by the well-knownHausdorff distance dH, given by

dH :K(X)×K(X)Q [0,.)

(A, B)Wmax {sup
a ¥ A
inf
b ¥ B
||a−b||, sup

b ¥ B
inf
a ¥ A
||a−b||}

(K(X), dH) and (coK(X), dH) are then complete separable metric
spaces (see Puri and Ralescu(13)). By identifying each A ¥K(X) with its
characteristic function qA ¥ Fc(X) we can generalize the Hausdorff distance
to the case of Fc(X), getting a continuous semigroup monomorphism:

Proposition 1 (see Puri and Ralescu (14)). (Fc(X), d.) ((Uc(X), d.)) is
a complete, but in contrast to (K(X), dH) ((coK(X), dH)) a nonsepar-
able metric space, endowed with the metric d. defined by d.(u, v)=
sup0 < a [ 1 dH(Lau, Lav) for u, v ¥ Fc(X).

Let (W, I, P) be a probability space. A fuzzy random variable (frv) is
a Borel measurable function t: WQ (Fc(X), d.). As one can see, frv’s
generalize compact random sets A (i.e., Borel measurable functions
A: WQ (K(X), dH)) by identification with the characteristic function qA.
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Proposition 2 (see Klement, Puri, and Ralescu (9)). Let t: WQ (Fc(X),
d.) be a frv. Then

(i) co t: WQ (Uc(X), d.); wW co t(w) is a frv.

(ii) Lat: WQ (K(X), dH); wW Lat(w) and co(Lat): WQ (coK(X),
dH); wW co(Lat(w)) are (convex) compact random sets for all
0 < a [ 1.

(iii) supp t: WQ (K(X), dH); wW L0t(w) is a compact random set.

Proposition 3 (see Puri and Ralescu (14)). Let t: WQ (Fc(X), d.) be
a frv with E ||t||. <. (||t(w)||. :=supa > 0 dH({0}), Lat(w))). Then, there
exists a unique fuzzy set u ¥ Uc(X) such that the a-level of u are the
Aumann expectations of the convex compact random sets co(Lat) (see for
definition, Aubin and Frankowska,(2) and Debreu(4)), i.e., Lau=E co(Lat)
for all 0 < a [ 1.

If t: WQ (Fc(X), d.) is a frv with E ||t||. <. then by the last result,
the expected value Et is the unique convex fuzzy set, satisfying the property
LaEt=E co(Lat), 0 < a [ 1.
One of our main tools for proving the SLLN is based on an embed-

ding of convex, compact sets into the space of continuous functions, which
stems in this form from Giné, Hahn, and Zinn,(6) but is originally due to
Hörmander:(7)

Theorem 4. The function j: (coK(X), dH)Q (C(ball X*, dg), || · ||.)
(|| · || is the supremum norm), given by AW (fW supa ¥ A f(a)) satisfies the
following

(i) j is an isometry (i.e., dH(A, B)=||j(A)−j(B)||.).

(ii) J(A+B)=j(A)+j(B), j(lA)=lj(A) (l \ 0).

dg denotes a metric inducing the weak* topology of ball X*, where
ball X* is the norm-closed unit ball of the dual of X.
Let us mention that a Banach space is of type p > 1, if there is a C > 0

such that E ||;n
i=1 ti||

p [ C;n
i=1 E ||ti||

p for every finite sequence of zero-
mean independent X-valued random elements (ti)

n
i=1. A central idea in

proving a SLLN for Fc(X)-valued frv’s in the case of Banach spaces of type
p > 1 is to reduce first the study of frv’s to the convex case, by convexifying
the underlying variables, and then to drop the convexity assumption, by
applying following inequality:

Proposition 5 (Puri and Ralescu (13)). Let X be a Banach space of type
p > 1. Then there exists a constant K > 0 such that
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dH(A1+·· ·+An, co(A1+·· ·+An)) [K1/p(rp(A1)+· · ·+rp(An))
for all A1,..., An ¥K(X), where r(A) denotes the
inner radius of A ¥K(X), given by
r(A)=supa ¥ co A inf{R \ 0 | ,a1,..., as ¥ A, a ¥ co{a1,..., as} and
||a−ai||}.

Finally, for preparing the proof of our main result, we refer to the
notion of a Blackwell s-algebra. A s-algebra I on a set W is called a
Blackwell s-algebra, if j(W) is an analytic subset of R for all real
I-measurable functions j on W (see Hoffmann-Jørgensen(8)).

3. STRONG LAW OF LARGE NUMBERS FOR FUZZY
RANDOM VARIABLES

First, we state a Kolmogorov type of strong law of large numbers for
convex frv’s:

Theorem 6. Let (X, || · ||) be a separable Banach space. If ti : WQ

(Uc(X), d.) is an i.i.d. sequence of frv’s on the probability space (W, I, P)
with E ||t1||. <., then

d. 1
1
n
C
n

i=1
ti, Et12Q 0 a.e.

Proof. We intend to apply a result of J. Hoffmann-Jørgensen(8)

(Corollary 4.6, p. 349) to the stochastic process

g: (Uc(X), d.)×TQ R

with index set T=([0, 1]×ball X*, | · |+dg) given by

(u, (a, f))W ˛
sup
a ¥ Lau

f(a), if a > 0

sup
a ¥ supp u

f(a), if a=0

To this end, we check the assumptions of the result which is accom-
plished in the following steps:

1. Let (T, d) be a compact metric space. Then Ba(T) :={smallest
s-algebra on T, such that all continuous f: TQ R are measurable} is a
Blackwell s-algebra on T (see Hoffmann-Jørgensen(8)). Let V be an open
set in (T, d), then f: TQ R; xW exp(−d(Vc, x) is continuous on (T, d)
with f−1[R−{1}]=V. Hence B(T)=Ba(T) for the Borel s-algebra
on T. Thus B(T) is a Blackwell s-algebra on T.
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2. In this step we gather some facts due to the limit behaviour of
a-level sets. These are used in the next step to verify the existence of certain
limits of the process g. For that purpose, pick up s ¥ Uc(X) and define
Sa={x ¥X | s(x) > a} for 0 [ a < 1. It is possible then to show the exis-
tence of the right limits and the left continuity of the a-level sets of s with
respect to the Hausdorff distance (see Klement, Puri, and Ralescu(9)), i.e.,

lim
aQ a0
a > 0

dH(Las, Sa0)=0 (a0 < 1) and lim
aQ a0
a [ a0

dH(Las, La0s)=0 (1)

From the last assertion (1) and Theorem 4 we immediately obtain

lim
aQ a0
a [ a0

|sup f(Las)− sup f(La0s)|

[ lim
aQ a0
a [ a0

sup
f ¥ ball X*

|sup f(Las)− sup f(La0s)|

= lim
aQ a0
a [ a0

dH(Las, La0s)=0 for all f ¥ ball X* (2)

Bearing in mind the monotonicity of a-level sets and that
1a > a0 Las=Sa0 is valid, one notices easily that

lim
aQ a0
a > a0

sup f(Las)=sup f(Sa0) (3)

Furthermore, let (an)n \ 1 ı (a0, 1] with anQ a0. Since dH(Lans, Lams) [
dH(Lans, Sa0)+dH(Sa0 , Lams) holds for all m, n, we find that ((fW

supa ¥ Lans f(a)))n \ 1 is a Cauchy sequence in C(ball X*, dg). Assertion (3)
then implies

(fW sup
a ¥ Sa0

f(a)) ¥ C(ball X*, dg) (4)

3. On the one hand, it follows from (1) and Theorem 4 that

| sup
a ¥ Las

f(a)− sup
a ¥ La0s

f(a)|

[ dH(Las, La0s)+| sup
a ¥ La0s

f(a)− sup
a ¥ La0s

f0(a)||||||Ł
(a, f)Q (a0, f0)

a [ a0

0

for all a [ a0 and f, f0 ¥ ball X*
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On the other hand, we conclude from (1), (3), and (4) that

| sup
a ¥ Las

f(a)− sup
a ¥ Sa0

f0(a)|

= lim
bQ a0
b > a0

| sup
a ¥ Las

f(a)− sup
a ¥ Lbs

f(a)|

[ lim
bQ a0
b > a0

(dH(Las, Sa0)+dH(Sa0, Lbs)+| sup
a ¥ Lbs

f(a)− sup
a ¥ Lbs

f0(a)|)

=dH(Las, Sa0)+|sup
a ¥ Sa0

f(a)− sup
a ¥ Sa0

f0(a)||||||Ł
(a, f)Q (a0, f0)

a > a0

0

for all a > a0 and f, f0 ¥ ball X*

4. Finally, we summarize all properties of the process g, sufficient for
the applicability of the above mentioned result: Let A=B(Uc(X)). Then
the process g is A éB(T), B(R)-measurable, because it is left continuous
in a and continuous in f for the argument (a, f) ¥ T. The topological basis
of T is contained in B(T).

Further, let m=t1P and (a0, f0) ¥ T. Theorem 4 supplies the repre-
sentation d.(u, u0)=supa \ 0 supf ¥ ball X* |supa ¥ Lau f(a)− supa ¥ Lau0 f(a)| for
all u, u0 ¥ Uc(X). Hence, the mapping (sW g(s, (a0, f0))) is continuous.
This implies that (sW g(s, (a, f))) is m-measurable.
Besides this we obtain >* sup(a, f) ¥ T |g(s, (a, f))| m(ds)=> || · ||. dm=

>W ||t1||. dP <..
Let t=(a0, f0) ¥ T. Then At :={[0, a0]×ball X*, (a0, 1)×ball X*}=

{A1, A2} is a finite cover of T with At ıB(T) and t ¥ cl(A1 5 T) 5
cl(A2 5 T). Thus, by step 3 we see that

m*({s | lim
(a, f)`

d
(a0, f0)

(a, f) ¥ A1

g(s, (a, f)) exists})=m(Uc(X))=1 as well as

m*({s | lim
(a, f)`

d
(a0, f0)

(a, f) ¥ A2

g(s, (a, f)) exists})=m(Uc(X))=1

Taking into consideration that E supa ¥ A f(a)=supa ¥ EA f(a) holds
for the Aumann expectation EA of compact random sets A and f ¥X*
(see Aubin and Frankowska(2)), the result of Hoffmann-Jørgensen(8)

(Corollary 4.6, p. 349) provides then
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d. 1
1
n
C
n

i=1
ti, Et12= sup

(a, f) ¥ T

: 1
n
C
n

i=1
g(ti, (a, f))−g(Et1, (a, f)) :

= sup
(a, f) ¥ T

: 1
n
C
n

i=1
g(ti, (a, f))−Eg(t1, (a, f)) :Q 0 a.e.

concluding the proof. i

We use the last result and Proposition 5 to derive a version of the
SLLN for Fc(X)-valued frv’s in the case of separable Banach spaces of type
p > 1:

Corollary 1. Let (X, || · ||) be separable Banach space of type p > 1
and let ti : WQ (Fc(X), d.) be an i.i.d. sequence of frv’s on the probability
space (W, I, P) with E ||t1||. <.. Then the strong law is valid, i.e.,

d. 1
1
n
C
n

i=1
ti, Et12Q 0 a.e.

Proof. By Proposition 5 we know there exists a constant K > 0 such
that

d. 1
1
n
C
n

i=1
ti,
1
n
C
n

i=1
co ti2 [K1/p 1

1
n1/1/p

C
n

i=1
||ti||

p
.
21/p

The last term tends to zero a.e. as nQ. in virtue of a result of
Marcinkiewicz–Zygmund.(3) The rest of the proof follows from the triangle
inequality and Theorem 6. i

The finite dimensional case yields:

Corollary 2. Let ti : WQ (Fc(Rp), d.) be an i.i.d. sequence of frv’s
with finite first moment. Then the SLLN holds.

4. CONCLUSION

To the best of our knowledge, our main result is the first version of the
SLLN, extending the result of Klement, Puri, and Ralescu(9) to the natural
case of the d.-metric. In the context of Glivenko–Cantelli problems there
are some other possibilities of attaining such a result, e.g., another
approach is the verification of the finiteness condition of the entropy with
bracketing for the process g (see for details van der Vaart and Wellner,(16)
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and Proske(11)). Besides this we conjecture that Corollary 1 is also true in
the general case of separable Banach spaces because it seems to be quite
natural.
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